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oUr HiSTorY

CFC is the largest independent MGa in the uK, and has been providing innovative insurance 
products for niche areas of risk since 1999. By combining cutting edge technology with data 
analytics and passionate underwriters, we try to bring something new to established insurance 
niches like piracy, terrorism and recall. today, we are proud to provide insurance to over 
50,000 clients in 60 countries around the world from our central office in london.

oUr SeCUriTY

Backed 100% by lloyd’s of london, each of our policies benefits from the unique lloyd’s 
Chain of security that has protected clients for over 300 years. the lloyd’s market offers 
an unrivalled concentration of specialist underwriting expertise and talent and its policies 
benefit from an a+ security rating (standard & Poor’s).

oUr ClAiMS HANdliNG

With over 15 years of experience insuring businesses of all types, we pride ourselves on 
our efficient and effective claims handling service. Our dedicated internal team is ready  
to respond 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year to claims around the world.

oUr AwArdS
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oUr prodUCT
Handling the fallout from a product recall can be a daunting prospect 
for businesses. That’s why our recall policies address a number 
of situations – including errors by contract manufacturers, product 
guarantee, cyber product tamper and software product safety – and 
are designed to help you get back on your feet quickly. And because 
prevention is better than cure, we also offer pre-incident consultancy to 
minimise the risk of a product recall event occurring and to mitigate the 
aftermath if it does. 

MANUfACTUriNG errorS

the safety of your products is central to the long-term success of your business. that’s why  
we include cover for recall events arising from safety critical errors made during the 
production process of an insured product.

MAliCioUS prodUCT TAMperiNG ANd eXTorTioN

as standard, our policies provide cover for malicious tampering or alteration that gives rise 
to a product safety issue. in addition, cover is provided for extortion demands made as part 
of a threat to tamper with your products.

SofTwAre prodUCT SAfeTY

technology is an increasingly important part of the product design and manufacturing 
process. that’s why we include cover for recall events arising from safety critical errors made 
during the production, programming or coding of software elements of an insured product.

reCTifiCATioN CoVer

Following a recall event, our policy covers both premises and product rectification costs, 
including cleaning and recalibrating of buildings and equipment, salaries, product 
replacement, re-distribution, and much more. this is one of the most significant areas  
of cost when dealing with the aftermath of a product recall.

bUSiNeSS iNTerrUpTioN CoVer

Not only does our policy cover the costs associated with responding to a recall event, but we will 
also pay for the loss of future sales whilst the product remains unavailable for sale. Our policy 
typically covers a period of 12 months but can be tailored to specific circumstances.
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Coverage is subject to underwriting and the terms, conditions, and limits of the issued policy.
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ANCillArY prodUCT reCAll CoSTS

any incident will incur a large variety of ancillary costs, such as those for an investigation,  
storage, transport and labour, and also for disposal and destruction of damaged goods. 
Our policy addresses these exposures and provides cover up to the full policy limit. 

CoMpreHeNSiVe brANd ANd repUTATioN proTeCTioN

Following a well-publicised recall event, it is essential to protect your company’s brand and 
reputation. Often it will need to be entirely re-built for the product that was affected. that’s why 
we include cover for specialist crisis media management during and after the event, as well 
as advertising and promotional activity in the immediate aftermath.

wide rANGe of eNdorSeMeNTS AVAilAble

We can also offer a wide range of endorsements to tailor coverage for specific needs. 
Examples include customer business interruption, retailers’ expenses, specified religious 
product treatment and extended business interruption.

pre-iNCideNT CriSiS CoNSUlTANCY fUNd

Our policy also includes a fund to pay for expert independent crisis consultants who provide  
a range of useful services designed to avoid and mitigate product recall incidents. For instance, 
the fund can be used for establishing a crisis plan, public relations training and crisis simulation 
training, to name just a few options available.


